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14.0 REFURBISHMENT CASE STUDIES, HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SCOTLAND  

Overview 

This case study relates to not one but a series of retrofit projects carried out by Historic Environment 

Scotland on traditional buildings across Scotland. Since c.20081 they have been involved with research, 

trialling, monitoring and reporting on thermal improvement options for traditional and historic 

buildings. Unlike many individual, private projects they have reported extensively on the processes, 

technical considerations and monitoring findings of these projects, providing a valuable resource of 

information for others involved in this field. 

To date they have published reports on 15 retrofit projects, covering a range of energy efficiency and 

renewable energy systems and a variety of construction and occupancy types. In addition, they have 

published a series of Technical Papers and Short Guides which provide related research and advice.  

 

 

 

  

                                                      
1 They were involved in the support & monitoring of Changeworks’ Energy Heritage project in Edinburgh in 2008, which is the subject of 

one of the other case studies in this report. 
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14.1 Measures & impacts 

A wide range of insulation and other measures have been applied to buildings including urban and 

rural, domestic and non-domestic, detached and terraced/tenemental, sandstone and granite, and 

situated in different areas of Scotland with varying climatic conditions and exposure levels.  

Impacts have been measured and are reported on in the related publications (see end of case study); 

these include internal temperature, U-values, relative humidity, fabric moisture content and fuel 

costs. 

 

Element Measure 

Maintenance A range of building repair works that commonly form an essential first step in 
energy-related refurbishment projects 

Roof  Ceiling-level flexible hemp ‘batts’ between & over joists 
 Ceiling-level flexible woodfibre batts between & over joists 
 Ceiling-level sheep’s wool insulation batts between & over joists 
 Rafter-level flexible woodfibre batts between rafters 
 Rafter-level blown EPS (polystyrene) beads behind sloping ceiling lining 

Walls Internal insulation: 

 Loose-fill perlite insulation beads poured behind lath & plaster wall linings 
 EPS (polystyrene) beads blown behind lath & plaster wall linings 

 Rigid woodfibre boards between timber studs 
 Rigid hemp fibre boards between timber studs 

 Aerogel pre-bonded to plasterboard on metal frame 
 Aerogel blanket affixed directly to masonry 

 Blown cellulose sprayed between timber battens 
 Blown cellulose behind existing wall linings 
 Blown aerogel beads behind existing wall linings 
 Rigid calcium silicate boards affixed directly to masonry 

Finishes including clay boards and vapour-permeable clay paints 

Floor  Flexible hemp insulation batts between joists on vapour-permeable 

membrane 

 Rigid woodfibre boards between joists supported by side-battens 
 Aerogel pre-bonded to chipboard applied above concrete floor 

Windows  Secondary glazing (range of different systems & frame materials) 

 Internal timber shutters 
 Slim-profile double glazing 
 Double-glazed roof lights 

 Aerogel / flexible woodfibre batts installed to dormer window cheeks 

Space & Water 
Heating 

 Electric radiant space heating 
 Air source heat pump 

 Woodchip biomass boiler 

Other  Micro hydro turbine 
 Aerogel insulation to external timber door panels 

 A range of related monitoring & research activities 
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14.2 Approach & process 

As a conservation body, Historic Environment Scotland (HES) begins from a building conservation 

perspective. This puts a particular emphasis on any energy-related upgrade measures being 

compatible with the buildings in question, and on conservation principles such as building 

maintenance being closely tied to the energy efficiency measures. 

The planning and installation process has evolved and consolidated over time, with some measures 

being applied repeatedly as lessons are learned from previous installation and monitoring work. 

Baseline thermal performance is in some cases measured via airtightness testing, in-situ U-value 

measurements and desk-based energy modelling. Post-retrofit modelling and measuring is common, 

and all results are freely available which enables the data to feed into broader traditional building 

retrofit research and policy. 

Unlike some of the other ‘deep retrofit’ case studies in this report, there is generally less emphasis on 

certain details such as thermal bridging and post-retrofit airtightness levels; the focus tends to be 

more on fabric impacts (e.g. thermal performance, moisture levels).  

Importantly, any problems or ‘unintended consequences’ arising as a result of retrofit measures are 

also documented, which provide equally valuable learning points. These include issues such as: 

insufficient roof ventilation leading to moisture build-up and mould growth post-insulation; blown 

aerogel insulation beads breaking up under the pressure of the pump and leaking out of the wall 

cavities; increased relative humidity levels in wall fabric and insulated wall cavities; and teething 

problems with a biomass boiler. However, it should be noted that such issues are in the minority and 

most works have performed as intended, with measurable benefits in thermal performance and 

comfort levels. 

Alongside the Refurbishment Case Studies, HES has published a series of Technical Papers that provide 

detailed research findings on a wide range of issues related to traditional building retrofit, from 

embodied energy and carbon to detailed fabric impact testing. They have also published a series of 

Short Guides that outline not only their recommended approach to fabric upgrade measures but also 

important related issues such as building maintenance, smal l-scale renewable energy technologies 

and climate change adaptation measures likely to be required now and in the future prior to or 

alongside any retrofit project. 

Taken together, these publications provide a considerable body of practical, applied and monitored 

information to help inform future work and policy in this field. 
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14.3 Example detai ls 

     

Figs. 1 -2     Baseline monitoring: U-value and airtightness testing (© Historic Environment Scotland) 

 

 

Fig. 3  Probes set into masonry to track any changes in moisture levels (©Historic Environment Scotland) 

 

           

Figs. 4 -5     Hemp insulation batts installed below timber floorboards (©Historic Environment Scotland) 
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Figs. 6 -13     Internal wall insulation measures: blown cellulose between timber battens; hemp fibre batts between timber 

battens; aerogel pre-bonded to plasterboard; aerogel blanket affixed to masonry; calcium silicate boards affixed to masonry; 

woodfibre around dormer window ; blown EPS beads behind lath & plaster wall lining (©Historic Environment Scotland) 
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Figs. 14-15     Completed window works showing sash hinges, secondary glazing & shutters (©Historic Environment Scotland) 

 

 

Fig. 16  White mould on inner roof slope due to insufficient ventilation (©Historic Environment Scotland) 

 

     

Figs. 17-18     Radiant heating panels (including mirror) (©Historic Environment Scotland) 
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Fig. 19  Woodchip being delivered to Kincardine Castle (©Historic Environment Scotland) 

 

14.4 Further information 

 Refurbishment Case Studies, Historic Environment Scotland 

1. Five Edinburgh tenement flats – Wall & window upgrades 

2. Wells O’Wearie, Edinburgh – Thermal upgrades to walls, roof, floors & glazing 

3. Wee Causeway, Culross – Insulation to walls & roof 

4. Sword Street, Glasgow – Internal wall insulation to six tenement flats 

5. The Pleasance, Edinburgh – Insulation of coom ceiling, attic space & stairwell  

6. Kildonan, South Uist – Insulation to walls, roof & windows 

7. Scotstarvit Tower Cottage, Cupar – Thermal upgrade & installation of radiant heating 

8. Garden Bothy, Cumnock 

9. Leighton Library – Installation of loft insulation 

10. Rothesay – Installation of insulation && secondary glazing 

11. Newtongrange – Installation of roof & coom insulation & secondary glazing 

12. Kincardine Castle – Installation of biomass system 

16. Kirkton of Coull, Aberdeenshire 

19. Trial church heating – Radiant panels and air source heat pump at Kimelford Church 

21. Blair Castle, Perthshire – The re-instatement of an early micro-hydroelectric plant 

 

The following Historic Environment Scotland publications are also relevant: 

 Technical Papers (2008 – present) 

1. Thermal performance of traditional windows 

2. In-situ U-value measurements in traditional buildings – preliminary results 

3. Energy modelling analysis of a traditionally built Scottish tenement flat 

https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=cfd327b0-395b-4c4f-9999-a59300f138bd
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=4d0179ad-3306-42a0-87d8-a59300faac09
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=345e856a-5ef2-46e5-8315-a59300fc3995
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=651e6f16-087f-408b-ab3d-a59300fd971a
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=1f44ca9b-a78b-4f04-8a16-a59300fe86e2
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=62dee846-2f4e-4674-8879-a59300ff84fa
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=19362a7b-d95e-4959-97ee-a59301002df0
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=db827c9b-11b3-4f5e-a5e8-a5930100db68
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=e7737570-d16d-4d42-84f5-a59301017ed7
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=b74e19b0-5085-41b8-a572-a59300f3d0ca
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=db047b98-e3b3-4af2-96f1-a59300f48ac8
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=17f1bded-7991-413b-b5b9-a59300f58b65
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=524a5482-439d-467f-8dac-a59300f92260
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=97fe7075-3d8c-4b73-8ad5-a59300fa03e6
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=c3253a24-acec-4829-80ba-a6ad00a00391
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=f3e97c76-b4fa-4c76-a197-a59400be931b
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=7fc3d5f6-5992-4106-92bf-a59400bf430c
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=d5b6702b-7348-49af-8e90-a59400bff38c
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4. Energy modelling in traditional Scottish houses 

5. Energy modelling of a mid-19th-century villa – Baseline performance & improvement 

options  

6. Indoor air quality and energy efficiency in traditional buildings 

7. Embodied carbon in natural building stone in Scotland 

8. Energy modelling of the Garden Bothy, Dumfries House 

9. Slim profile double glazing 

10. U-values & traditional buildings 

12. Indoor environmental quality in refurbishment 

13. Embodied energy considerations 

14. Keeping warm in a cooler house 

15. Assessing risks in insulation retrofits using hygrothermal software tools – Heat & 

moisture transport in internally insulated stone walls 

16. Green Deal financial modelling of a traditional cottage and tenement flat 

17. Green Deal, Energy Company Obligation & traditional buildings 

18. Evaluating energy modelling in traditionally constructed dwellings 

19. Monitoring thermal upgrades to ten traditional properties 

20. Slim-profile double glazing in listed buildings – Re-measuring the thermal performance 

21. Data sources for energy performance assessments of historic buildings in the United 

Kingdom 

22. A report on the performance of a new heating system installed at Scotstarvit Tower 

Cottage 

23. Thermal assessment of internal shutters and window film applied to traditional single 

glazed sash and case windows 

 

 Short Guides 

1. Fabric improvements for energy efficiency 

8. Micro-renewables in the historic environment 

9. Maintaining your home 

10. Thermal imaging in the historic environment 

11. Climate change adaptation for traditional buildings 

 

https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=7ada182f-a22f-4664-8a0a-a59400e05ec7
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=743262f6-684e-4098-bfdd-a59400e12231
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=743262f6-684e-4098-bfdd-a59400e12231
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=e079f85f-4aa6-4218-b3c9-a59400e211fc
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=8c3ebef1-ba50-40cb-ab75-a59400e2b74b
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=e763868b-385b-4227-a2bb-a59400e364e7
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=8c01582b-c71e-45d7-8991-a59400e44b0d
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=16d0f7f7-44c4-4670-a96b-a59400bcdc91
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=a753afcc-c9a9-4059-afd9-a59400b55838
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=2de84deb-fc40-4ab0-a8cb-a59400b7112c
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=f2f2ebfd-ff37-4417-be92-a59400bb2665
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=8a2a7b9d-e3b2-4c7d-8c17-a59400a8387b
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=8a2a7b9d-e3b2-4c7d-8c17-a59400a8387b
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=b32b622d-7778-4b7f-a2aa-a59400a678ae
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=d3cc13e0-f84a-4c39-bfb4-a59400a9952d
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=1d90d4c3-f8ca-4468-8049-a59400b32e50
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=4d0a95cb-2a0c-484a-894d-a59400b3f69b
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=a4eee388-69ec-4da6-915f-a59400aa36d5
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=8ef2d1cd-ab8c-423e-9635-a59400ab1020
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=8ef2d1cd-ab8c-423e-9635-a59400ab1020
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=7a69ec6b-1488-4a14-8560-a59400bbfc2a
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=7a69ec6b-1488-4a14-8560-a59400bbfc2a
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=4a1a95dd-9e9f-4b9d-8381-a59400ac0be8
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=4a1a95dd-9e9f-4b9d-8381-a59400ac0be8
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=179c1909-3679-4486-9583-a59100fa98c1
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=3b8ace10-5147-4002-8ed3-a591010222de
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=9b3ca2e8-afcc-42ba-92c3-a59100fde12b
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=088dab34-1194-43e6-af5e-a62801090992
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=a0138f5b-c173-4e09-818f-a7ac00ad04fb

